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Abstract 

A three input translog cost function in labor, capital and 
energy was estimated for 298 u.s. manufaeturingindustries 
for the .years 1972 and 1976. A statistically significant 
change in the function was observed between these years indicating 
a change in technology occurred. The Allen Partial elasticity 
of substitutions for the inputs were calculated and the 
substitution possibilities between labor and energy and capital 
and energy had become easier. These calculations were repeated 
for subgroups of industries di~ided by fuel cost share, and 
for industries with 1% to 3% fuel cost share similar results 
occurred. For other subgroups, nochange:_in technology was 
observed, and no pattern was apparent in the elasticities. 



I. Introduction 

The manner in which manufacturing industries faced the 
recent increases in the price of en§rgy is important to 
governmental decision makers~and the public in general. From 
the general press(Shabecoff, 1980), to economic tracts 
(Slesser, 1978), individuals are trying to form coherent 
views on how energy price changes will filter through the 
economy. This paper attempts to accertain the effects on the 
substitut±on between the factors of production, fuel, capital, 
and labor in United states manufacturing firms. 

Humphrey(1975) studied the sUbstitution possibilities 
between labor, capital and natural resources, leading to a 
better understanding of how industries cope with scarce 

resources. Slesser(1978) discusses the engineering problems 
associated with energy change, and analyzes flaws in previous 
economic arguments that had omitted energy considerations. 

Berndt(1975) studied the substitution possibilities 
between labor, capital, fuel and other secondary inputs, for 
U.S. manufacturers. He used Divisia Indi:ces to obtain 
observations for each year. The results from this study show 
the ease of substitution between these inputs has remained 
nearly constant from 1948 to-1971. 

Manufacturing industries provide an especially fruitful 
ground for the study of the effects of energy price changes. 
In contrast to the Berndt study, this study estimates a cost 
function for industry groups in the years 1972 and 1976. These 
two cost functions will be compared y~elding information on 
technology change. Elasticities of substitution between the 
inputs will be calculated giving information on the relative 

ease of substitution between the inputs. It is not clear that 
a technology change will have occurred in the short span of 
four years. If it has, it has been suggested that firms will 
move to more elastic positions with respect to ease of ~~; 
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substitution between fuel and other inputs. The reason 
is that firms have experienced an unexpected fuel price shock. 
If they expect more such shocks, they will want to have as 
much flexibility in their future input combination choices 
as possible, hence the el~sticity should increase. If the 
technology has not changed, then a change in elasticity 
may occur due to change in price, ,but the direction of 
the change will depend on the industry. 

Section II contains a brief review of the production 
theory underlying the cost function approach used here. The 
data, along with the estimation procedure and statistical 
results are described in the third section. Section IV 
concludes. 
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II. Theory 

A production function describes the relationship between 
the inputs a firm uses and the output it produces. Neoclassical 
production theory predicts that output is a function of inputs. 
The theory also provides measures of the relationships between 
the inputs and the technology used. 

The Allen Partial Elasticity 6:f Substitution, (Allen, 1938) 
provides a standard measure of how easy it is for a firm to 
move from one set of input configurations to another under 
constant output. This gives the ease with which production 
output can' be maintained by substituting one input for another. 
Allen has shown that if the elast,ic~ty ( tTij ) between inputs 
i and j is greater than zero, then the usage of factor i 
increases as that of factor j decreases, so the two factors 
are substitutes in the sense that either of them can be used 
in place of the other. If tTij < 0 then a decrease in the use 
of factor j requires a decrease in factor i, to hold output 
constant and so the factors are complements. Allen has also 
shown that the competive mode, with the inputs as substitutes 
dominates. 

Another approach to production is from the cost side. 

For any particular set of input prices and output level, 
there will be an associated cost function 

where 

Y is output 
C is cost 
P . th . f .th. t i 1S e pr1ce 0 1 1npu. 

Under the following assumptions on 0, first given by 
Shepard(1953), there is a well defined production function 
which is the dual to this cost function. The conditions 
require that: (1), .• a is minimal for a given set of inputs. 
(2). C is continuously differentiable with respect to Pi. 
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(3). C is a positive real valued continuous function tending 
to infinity as Y tends to infinity. (4). C is linearly homogeneous 
in Pi. (5). C is concave in Pi. If these restrictions are 
satisfied, the cost function and the production function provide 
the sam.e information about the technology. 

Uzawa(1962) showed that the elasticity of substitution 
between inputs i and j in terms of the cost function is 

1 1 1 
fr i j = ~a-c---'e~c-¥ow - + • 

W. aP":" 
1 J 

Production theory, or its cost equivalent, provides limited 
guidance about the functional form of cost functions. Unitl 
recently, the most common forms have been the Cobb-Douglas 
(Douglas, 1928) and the Constant Elasticity of Substitution 

(CES) form (Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, Solow, 1961). Both of 
these functional forms can place severe restrictions on a 
cost model. 

The technical difficulties with restrictive forms such 

as these are detailed in Christensen(1973). The problem most 
relevant to this work is that relating to the elasticity of 

substitution. The Oobb-Douglas form implies the elasticity 
of SUbstitution is unity, which makes studies like this 

impossible. The CES form requires the elastiCity of SUbstitution 
to be constant throughout the production space. This would 
require the elasticity o~ substitution between say labor and 
capital to be the same for the steel making industry and the 
construction industry, which seems overly restrictive. 

Other forms have been developed, but still require an 
a priori choice of functional form. Christensen(1971,1973) 
developed a second order Taylor expansion approximation to 
both the cost and production functions. This form, known 
as the translog function, places no stronger restrictions on 



the production function than imposed by general production 
theory. In particular, the elasticity of substitution can 

vary at each point. Of course, a decision has to be made as to 
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the necessary order of approximation, but this is a 
fundamentally different p.roblem from that of deciding what 
functional form should be used for a model. The translog cost 
function is used here because: (1). Price data do not require 
aggregation indexes. (2). Statistical analysis of the elasticities 
of substitution is presently possible only for the cost side. 
(3). Studies on the efficencY"iof the regression have been 
done for the cost side. 

The translog function is the second order Taylor 
polynomial approximation of an arbitrary function in the 
logarithm of a normalized form of the variables. Normalized 
means that the variables are divided by some mean, ego 
geometric, or arithmetic. 

If 

is the log of the cost function, where the barred variables 
are the actua:llvalues, then a normalized functional form is 

where 

Y Y 
= -;' * and Y is the me.an of '1, and 

Y 

P. 
1\ 

$: -;' 1 P. 
1 

* and Pi is the mean of ~i. 

The final form is in terms of the logarithms of the normalized 
variables 

In C = c(ln Y, ln Pl ' ln P2 ' ••• ln Pn- l ). 

Now that the final form· of the function is established, 

it is necessary to derive its Taylor expansion, The n-dimensional 
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Taylor expansion around the vector a is 

c(a + h) = c(a) + vc(a)·h + !h'. v 2c(a).h 

where 

with 

c. = 
1. 

ac 
aln Y for i = 1, and ac 

c i = ~a'llr'l-n-P-'-l 
1.-

for i ~ 1 

and' 

cll c2l • • • 

c2l c22 . , , C r) 

n2 

• 
v 2c 

• 
= 

• • 

• • 
cnl cn2 , ,. c

nn 

where the double subscripts denote second derivatives, 
The necessity of th~ functional form changes is now 

evident. Consider the expansion of c around the vector O. 
This is exactly the expansion around the mean of the data, 
since c(O) occurs when 

* but Pi = 1 only when Pi = Pi' So expanding c around 0 is the 
same as expanding the original function around the mean. 

In the theory of polynomial approximation, it is shown 
that the best fit of the approximation occurs in the region 
near the 'pointof expansion. Expandd.ng around the mean of 
the data points and then trying to fit points that are the 
log of the normalized variable distance from the mean, 
results in a closer fit than expanding around other less 



related pointso Econometric considerations also agree with 
this technique. Thursby and Lovell(1978) have shown that 
increasing the number of observations in the region of 
convergence of an approximation improves the fit of a 
regression. 

The Taylor expansion around 0 with 

h = (In Y, ln Pl , ln P2 , ••• ln Pn- l ) 

is of the form 

c(h) = c(O) + vc(O)·h + th'. v 2C(0)oh, 

which leads immediately to the non-matrix form for the 
translog cost function 

where 

In C = Co + cyln Y + tCyy(ln y)2 + r ciln P~ + 

t ~ 4 c. .In P. In P. + ~ c;~ . In Yln P. 
~ J ~J ~ J ~1 J~ ~ 

It should be noted that c .. = c ., fJ9rt:a(3wellud~finedio1)sthe 
~J J~ 

lflll'fctdOfi:i;.leo cost tier}, 
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A well-behaved( cost function .a~1sfa •• several restrictions. 
The first is first degree honogenei ty in prices 0 Using .... 
proportionate factor change b, it must be true that 

t 

In C(bPi , Y) = In b + In C(Pi , Y). 

For the translog case, 

In C(bPi , Y) = Co + cyln Y + tCyy(ln y)2 + 

4 c . In bP. + ~ ~ c. .In bP -i In bP. + 
~ ~ ~ ~ J ~J .... J 

r c yi In Yln bPi 



Hence 

= Co + Cyln Y + tCyy(ln y)2 + 

~ c.ln b + ~ c.ln p. + 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

t ~ ~ c .. In bln P oj + t 
~ J ~J .... 

:E 
i ~ C· .In bln b 

J ~J 

.l.. ~ ~ c .. In 
2 ~ J ~J 

~ c .In Yln 
~ y~ 

bln P. + t :r . ~ ... ~ c. .In P. In P. + 
J ~J ~ J 

b + ~ c .In 
~ y~ 

Yln Pi' 

. 2 
In Y + In b • In b r c i + t(ln b) r r cij + 

t In b r r c i jln P j + t In b r r c i j In 

In b ~ c .In P .• 
~ y~ ~ 

This equation implies the following restrictions 

:E c . = 0 :E c. = 1 :E ~ c. = 0 i y~ i ~ i J ~J 

:E c .. = 0 ~ c .. = O. i ~J J ~J 

The seres tri c t i on f:lV; _1111 ii>-ee limpes:eAi~·.! one ,then re:greBe~g.DnS.~~ i (11J • 
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The properties of monotonicity, unboundedness and concavity 
can be reduced to showing output monotonicity and price 
monotonicity,iie. cost increases as output increases and 
cost increases as input factor prices increase. The first 
condition states 

or 81n c 
}jin Y :> 0 since aln c Y ac 

aln Y = C aY 
and Y, c > O. 

So, for the translog each point must satisfy 

Similarly, the second condition states 

8c :> 0 
--aPi or 

Accordingly, for each point 

aln c ::> 0 
ain 1i i for the same reason. 



aln c ~ S. = I P = c. + . c .. In p. + cJ.' yIn Y :> 0 J. ani J. J J.J J. 

which is also the cost share of input i. 
The Allen Partial Elasticity of Substitution can be 

derived from the expression' I 

2 a In c 

aIn c 
aIn Pi 

a In P j 
aIn c 
ain Pj 

which can -be shown to be equal 
Now 

BIn c 
Si a In Pi = 

where Si is defined above and 

as. a Si 
J P = _,.o--_~~ -

a In i aIn :; j -

to 

by simple differentiation. Hence 

c .. 

rt= J. J-
(T •• - 1 

J.J 
or 

(T •• - 1. J.J 

c .. 
J.J 

(T. • 

J.J 

c .. 
= ft + 1. 

J. J 

Theu~esuat§ from production theory are used in the following 

cost model of U.S. manufacturing industries. 
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III. Estimation 

In this section, a three factor translog cost function 
is estimated for the factors capital, labor and fuel using 
the price of capital(K}, the price of labor(L), and the price 
of fuel(F). The stocastic form of the translog is 

2 In c = Co + cyln Y + .5cyy (ln Y) + cLln L + 

2 
ckln K + cfln F + .5cLL(ln L) + 

2 
cLkIn LIn K + cLfln LIn F + .5ckk(ln K) + 

2 
ckfln KIn F + .5cff(ln F) + cLyln LIn Y + 

ckyln KIn Y + cfyln FIn Y + u 

where the subscripts referring to observations have been 
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dropped for convenience and u"is individually identically 
distributed N(O, ~2). To avoid ambiguities, the unsubscripted 
sigmas always represent statistical quantities, such as variances, 
while the subscripted sigmas represent elasticities. 

After normalizing the variables, the output monotonicity 
condition is 

and price monotonicity requires 

SL = cL + cLLln L + cLkIn K + cLfln F + cLyln Y> 0 

Sk = ck + ckLln L + ckkln K + ckfln F + ckyln Y> 0 

Sf = cf + cfLln L + cfkln K + cffln F + cfyln Y>O 

where Si is the cost share of input i. These conditions held 
for the mean industries in all the regressions, though between 
10% and 15% of the observations on Sk or Sf are negative. This 
reflects the fact that ,the translog is in'fact an approximation, 
not that these industries are in noneconomic regions. 

The Allen Partial Elasticities of Substitution for this 



model are 

O"Lk 
cLk 1 = 
SLSk + 

u Lf 
cLf 1 = SLSf + 

0" 
cfk 1. fk = 'SfS'k + 

For the mean industry, the normalized variables will all equal 
one, and since In 1 = 0, Si reduces to c i and the elasticities 
rerduce to 

0" 
cLk 1 = - + Lk cLc k 

0" 
cLf + 1 = -Lf cLcf 

0" kf = 
ckf + 1. ckc f 

Single equation least squares is used to estimate the 
translog cost function. The appropriate restrictions were 
given earlier. It should be noted that the translog cost 
function can be estimated in a simultaneous equation setting. 
This approach has been advocated by Christensen(1973) and 
Berndt(1975). However, a Monte Carlo study by Guilkey and 
Lovell(1979) indicate. that a single equation restricted 
least squares regression is slightly more efficent thail a 
simultaneous system estimation. 

Writing the translog model as 

Z = XB + u 

where Z is a column vector of the logarithms of the costs 
for the industries, X is the mat~tx containing the observations 
on appropriate combinations of variables and u is the 
disturbance vectur. The linear restrictions implied by 
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production theory are 

RB = r 
where 

1 000111000000000 
0 000000111000000 
0 and R 000000001011000 r = 0 = 000000000000111 
0 000000010110000 
0 000000111111000 

Estimation of the model ·subject to the restrictions is 
accomplished by Lagrangian Techniques. That is, determine 
the values of B and ~ that minimize 

w = ( Z - XB)' (Z - XB) - ~. (RB - r). 

It is well known that the coefficient::: estiinat'ors=: bee::ome:; 

c = (X'X)-lZ - 2(XfX}-lR'(R(X'X)-lX'Z + 

(X·X)-lRt (R(X'X)-lR·)-lr • 

This. estimator is normally distributed with mean B and 
covariance matrix 

~2(I _ (XtX)-lR'(E(X'X)-lR(X'X)-l, 

under the full ideal conditions on the disturbance term. 

The data for this study consists of 298 four digit 
industries as defined and collected by the United states 
Census(1971,1972,1976). The years chosen to study the change 
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in technology were 1972 and 1976. The first year was immediately 
before the first set of energy price increases. 1976 is the 
latest year data is available on U. S. manufacturers.. In 
Table 1, the changes in the prices of labor, capital and fuel 
are shown. As can be seen, the price of fuel increased nearly 
three times as much as the price of labor and increased 
substantially with respect to capital in this time period. 

Statistical estimation of the model requires appropriate 



Table 1 
Changes in Labor, Capital and 

Fuel Costs for U.S. Manufacturers 
1972 1976 , 

Year L($/wkr) (VAD-L ~ 
K Asset F($/mBTU~ 

1972 8895 .6438 .368 
1976 12046 .7560 .949 

4.ii. ________ 1..---------r---------- -88~2----1 %change 30.0 59.2 

source: U.S. Census(1971,1972~1976) 
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measures of output, total cost, and prices of fuel, capital 
and labor. The price yf labor was total expenditure on labor 
divided by the number of employees. To derive a price of 
capital, assume that labor and capital exhaust value added. 
This implies constant returns to scale and a homogeneous 
production function. This"is a fairly severe restriction 
but capital depreciation data of a reliable nature is not 
available. Humphrey and Moroney(1975) use a similar assumption 
in a study of the relationship of natural resources, labor and 
capital. Accordingly, the price of capital is value added 
minus expenditures on labor divided by total assets. 

The obvious choice for price of fuel, expendi~Ure per 
unit dfenergy(the units are British Thermal Units) is not 

immediately available as the Census Bureau reports quantity 
of energy used for 1976, but reports quantity used in 1971 
for the 1972 data series. In order to derive 1972 quantity 
information, it is necessary to assume that fuel use increased 
proportionately to value added increases between 1971 and 

1972. This c~ be represented as 

or 

where 

Qfue172 
= Qfue1

71 

VAD72 = VAD Qfue171 71 

Qfuel is quantity. of fuel used in year xx and xx . 

VADxx is value added in year xx. 

With this derived value for quantity of fuel used, the price 

14. 

of fuel is expenditure on fuel divided by quantity of fuel used. 
Obtaining a reppesentive for output raises a nwnber of 

difficulties. No generally accepted measure encompassing the 



the diverse types of outputs from all manufacturere is 

available. Value added can be used to represent output 
as there is a close relationship between quantity of output 
and value added for a given industry. This measure was adopted. 

In obtaining a measure for cost, difficulties arise 
in determining what quanti"ties should be included as cost. 
In this study cost is defined as value added plus materials 
costs plus fuel. Another interesting possi bility~-n:H'," fur.th.er:' 
investigation is to examine a two stage production process, 
where the first stage costs are only value added plus fuel, 
and the second regresses this variable and materials costs 
on total costs. The implication of such a procedure is that 
there is a fixed production relation between materials and 
all other inputs, hence, this elasticity is zero. The other 
elasticities are obtained in the first step. 

The results of the regressions are shown in Table 2. 
These statistics implicitly require that the translog form is 
the exact form of the cost function. This is done so that the 
distribution of the coefficent estimators and later the 
derived variances for the elasticities may be obtained. At 
the ,present time, it is not known how the disturbance term 

u and the 'approximation errors interact, so the diei;:r:i:buti.on 

of! the estima1iol'!3.ean.not;be obtained-,wltthout this assumption. 
From the estimates, it is possible to determine if a 

change in technology has occurred. If the estimates of the 
parameters changed significantly, it can be concluded that 
the underlying cost function has changed, hence the technology 
has changed. Whether this change has occurred can be determined 
using a Chow(1961) test where the null hypothesis is that 
the 1972 and 1976 cost functions are equivalent. The test 
statistic is 
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Paramo 

Co 
cy 
Cyy 
cL 
c'k 
c f 

eLL 
cLk 

cLf 
c kk 
ckf 
c ff 
CLy 
cky 
c fy 

Table 2 

Estimates of Translog 
Parameters, 1972, 1976 

1972 Est.{t-score) 

, -.08382{-3.047) 
.9239(36) 
.005829{.217) 
.8858(19) 
.08970{2.103) 
.02449(.5098} 
.05065(.865) 

-
.08395(1.25) 

-.1346{-1.78) 
-.1346{-1.78) 

.05065(.866) 

.08395(1.25) 

.06686(1.92) 
-.02264{-.786) 
-.04433{-1.16) 

1976 Est.{t-score) 

-.1261{-4.725) 
.9275(38) 

-.01644{-.706) 
.8098(14) 
.02489{.557) 
.1653{2.311) 
.2118(2.108) 

-.1217{-1.724) 
-.09011(-.843) 
-.0911(-.843) 

.2118(2.108) 
-.1217(-1.72) 

.05590(1.407) 

.02509(.6903) 
-.08099(-1.41) 

---------,------------------~-------------------
SSE = 37.929 
No. data pts. = 298 
R2 = .898 

SSE = 33.389 
No. data pts. = 298 

2 R = .918 
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(SSE(72~76) - SSE(72) - SSE(76»/ # of parameters 
F = (SSE(72) + sSE(76)Jl(totaI # pts. - 2(# of parameters» 

where 

SSE (xx) is the sum of squared residuals 19xx 

SSE(72&76) is the sum of squared residuals, with 
all data pOints(the restricted case). 

This statistic is distributed F(# parameters, # pts. -:-2(# of 
parameters». In this case, f = 1.95 and the critical value 
for F(15,566) at the .05 significance level is 1.67, so the 
null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that a change 
in technology occurred between 1972 and 1976. 

Given that thai functions are different for the two years, 
it is' necessary to determine whether the predicted elastici ty:';;::; 
changes have occurred. Since the elasticities are nonlinear 
functions of the regression coefficents, an approximation is 

necessary to obtain the variances of each elasticity. A first 
order Taylor expansion about the mean of the variables is used. 

In this case 

so 

1,2 from (L,K,F) 

c 12 var(f) = var(c-c-). 
12 

The three variable Taylor e:>e:pansion about the means of 

c12,cl,c2(w12,wl,w2 respectively) is 

f(c l ,c2 ,c12 ) -wl ,w2 ,w12 

= f(w12 ,wl ,w2 ) + 

= 
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Since 

var ( f ) = E (f - E' f » 2 

where E is the expected value, the expected value of f is 

From this 

Var(f) $ E«cl - Wl)fcl + (c 2 - W2 )f
c2 

+ (c12 - W12)fc12)2 

2 2 2 2 
- E«cl - wl ) fc + (c 2 - w2 ) fc + 

1 2 
2 2 

(c12 - W12 )'t<?12 + 2(cl - wl )(c2 - W2)fclfc2 + 

2(c l - wl )(c12 - w12 }fc fc + 
1 12 

2(c2 - w2)(c12 - W12)fc2fc12) 

$ var(cl)f~ + var(c2 )f; + var(c12 }f2 + 
1 2 c12 

2cov(cl,c2)fclfc2 +2cov(cl,c12)fclfc12 + 

2cov(c2 ,c12 )fc fc • 
2 12 

For this nonlinear function 

af -c12 
aC l = ~ 

2 1 

Q.thers(Hum])hll'ey, 19'75}~;halte:' calculatedi .·,the :v.ariance by' assuming 
c l and c2 are nonstochastic. They report 

1 
Var ( f) • 2 var (c 12 ) • 

(c l c 2 ) 

In Table 3, the elasticitt.s of substitution with their 
variances for 1972 and 1976 are presented. The method of Humphrey 
tends to understate the variance in comparison with this method. 

Since the elasticity estimators are NffiE's with asymptotic 
normal distributions, it is easily tested if the elasticities 
for the two years are equal. The standard statistical test for 



E1as-
ticity 

Ii 
(J'Lk 

(J'Lf 

(J' kf 

as ~c~;y 0 Su s ~ ution 

Table 3 
Comparison of Variance 
E1 t' . t f b t' t 

Est~mate 1972 Est~ma~e T97b 
(var: der'ived,Humph' (var:derived,HUmph) 

2.057(.549,.713) -5.03(60.4,12.3) 
-5.203(73.3,12) .327(.302,.63) 
24.05(9$4,708) 52.5(3710,592) 
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equality of means requires equal variances. An F test was 

performed on the variances and in only two Cases were they 
equal, so an asymptotic t-test was used. 

Overall(1972) reports the following statistic 

y{' - Y2 
2 2 

Sl S2:!. 
(- + -)2 n l n 2 

where 

X. 
l. 

is the mean of the .th 
l. distribution 

S~ 
l. 

is the variance of the ith distribution, 

which is distributed t with degrees of freedom 

- 1) 

The elasticities of substitution with their standard 
deviations, the change in elasticiti.s between 1972 and 1976, 
and the results of the t-test described above are shown in 
the first two rows of Table 4. Since the more positive an 
elasticity is, the easier the substitution is, positive 
changes in elasticity imply sUbstitution has become easier, 
while nega~ive changes imply substitution has become more 
diffioult over the time period. 

The first column of Table 4 reports the F-statistic of 

the Chow test, indicating a technology change has occurred. 
From the e,arlier discussion, firms under uncertainty should 
move to more elastic technologies with respect to fuel after 
the initlal price shocks. This expected result is reported, 
where the elasticity between labor and fuel increased 5.53 
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":", 

... 
Chow.L No. Cost 
Test Ind. Share 

-
"))(.)")9 

1.95 298 all 

'" Elasticity"" 

Table 4 

Elasticities of Substitution 
197 , 1976 

A 
-. t of Elasticity .... 

Labor. Capital 6o-"'k 6 Labor. Fuel 
6<T .. , 

2.057(.741)3 -5.203{8.56) 
-5.03(7.77) 

,..7.1 -16 .327(.549) 5.5 

A 
-" 

-.107(.303) ~;g~ ~ ,- 6.13(3.06) .906 68 .3%-.7% -.800(.568) 
:::: -';9 

-1.70(3.02) -7.8 

.881 80 .7%-1% 2.99(.954) 1-3.4 -18 -5.85(3.18) 3.9 -.425(1.33) -1.91(.964) 

1.67 104 1%-3% 9.27(6.24) ;"'11 -17 -23.7(38.2) 27 -1.58(1.32) 3.02(5.64) 

.613 42 ~reater3% 
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and the elasticity between capital and fuel increased 28.41, 

and the t-scores of change indicate both of these changes are 
significant. This then allows the conclusion that firms have 
been able to use technology which gives them greater latitude 
in the substitution of labor and capital for fuel. 

Whether firms with different intensities of fuel usage 
(different fuel cost shares) are equally able to use this 
technology change is studied next. The remainder of Table 4 
presents subgroups of the industries grouped by cost share 
of fuel. 

The first observation of this division is that the two 
digit industry code is a poor indicator of the fuel intensity 
for four digit industries under that code. As an example, 

of the 31 industries in group 20, Food and Kindred Products, 

10 have cost shares between .3% ftnd .7%, 9 between .7% and 
1%, 9 between 1% and 3%, and 3 greater than 3%. Similar 
patterns are seen for other two digit codes. 

Chow tests were performed on each group and only those 
industries with 1% ;t,o 3% fuel cost share changed technology 
between 1972 and 1976. In this group of 104 industries, the t 

elasticity between fuel and labor increased 26.7, while the 
elasticity between capital and fuel increased 76.7. As with 

the study of all industries, it is easier fori~fidu~t~l~sl'n 
this group to substitute between fuel and labor and capital 
under a new technology. 

Industries with a stable technology are forced by the 
relative change in prices to a less fuel intensive position 
on a given isoproduct, curve. Figure 1 diagrams a movement 
along an isoquant under chang3:~gr"rEdative prices and changjimg 
output. Between 1972 and 1976, an industry moves from 

is.Qquant Q72 to isoquant Q76 along the expansion path E. 

At point'A the elastiCity has changed from that of point 
B, where the firm was in 1972. It is not possible to tell 
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from theory in which direction the elasticity has changed. 
The groups of industries in this study reacted in a 

variety of manners. Firms with cost Share between .3% and 
.7% experienced a decrease in the elasticity of sUbstitution 
between labor and fuel and an increase in the elasticity 
between capital and fuel.' Firms in the .7% to 1% cost share 
range experienced an increase in the elasticity of SUbstitution 
between labor and fuel, while the capital, fuel elasticity 
remained the same. For industries with cost share greater than 
3%, both elasticities with respect to fuel decreased. These 
results indicate that for firms with a stable technology, 
relative cost changes can effect any or all elasticities 
in either direction. 

Between 1972. and 1976 the elasticity between labor and 
capital decreased without exception. Of equal interest the 
increased difficulty of substitution varies with the size of 
the fuel cost share of the firm. The larger the cost share, 
the more the elasticittes have decreased. No similar pattern 

appears for the other two elasticity series. 
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25. 
IV. Conclusion 

In this paper a three input translog cost function in 
capital, labor and fuel was estimated. For 298 u.s. manufacturing 
industries, price of labor, expenditure per worker, pr~ce of 
fuel, expenditure per unit of energy(with minor alteration 
due to data problems) -and price of capital(value added minus 
expenditure on labor divided by total assets) were calculated 
for the years 1972 and 1976. 

A significant change in the cost function occurred 
between 1972 and 1976, hence a change";_in\teehnology:JocQurred. 

From the earlier discussion, it was then expected that this 
chan-ge would be to a technology with greater elastici~y for 
the fuel, capital and fuel, labor pairs. This in fact occurred. 

:~' The sample was divided according to fuel cost shares 
and it was found that only one subgroup was using a different 
technology. For this group of 104 industries with cost shares 
between 1% and 3% the technology change was again in the 
expected direction with both the substitution between fuel 
and labor and between ~apital and fuel becoming easier. 

In other subgroups, relative price changes forced movement 
along isoquants to less fuel intensive input combinations 
was the only movement. No general pattern of elasticity change 
was observed. 

Industy wide and in each subgroup, the ability to 
substitute labor and Capital decreased from 1972 to 1976. 
This decrease was largest for firms with largest fuel cost. 

share and smallest for firms with the smallest cost share. 
In this study, two types of industry groups appear. 

The first are those industries using a new technology and having 
an increased ease in substituting between fuel and labor and 
capital. The second set of industries have not moved to a 
new technology, but §3till experience elasticity changes due 



to forced movements along their isoproduct curve because of 
relative price changes. From these results, firms with fuel 
cost share in the range 1% to 3% are of the first type, while 
other industries arecof the second type. 
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